This article uses an ethnographic and participant observation approach to analyze discourse among members of the internet message bulletin boards dedicated to the ABC television program Once and Again. The discussion emphasizes community and activism as dimensions of the members' electronically mediated social interactions within the context of voice theory. The phenomenon within this computer-mediated fan community suggests a richness of human self-involvement with the program's text and a dogged grassroots campaign to "save" the show from cancellation.
narrowly defined subject area of fan message bulletin board internet sites dedicated to the ABC prime-time drama series Once and Again (O&A; Bedford Fall and Touchstone Studios/American Broadcasting Corporation, 1999-2002) . The passion exhibited by the O&A fans on behalf of their program facilitated a sense of human connection and solidarity that is rarely achieved in either virtual or real-world communities.
The online O&A fan group was selected as the focus for this research project because it serves as a prime example of a community that has a radical and highly proactive sense of self-involvement with the content of its TV series. Existing scholarship (Lea and Spears 1995; Walther 1992; Walther, Anderson, and Park 1994; Harris and Alexander 1998; Lievrouw and Livingstone 2002; Bell and Kennedy 2000; Kielwasser and Wolf 1989) has documented how O&A fan group members integrate those aspects of their real lives that relate to the plots of the programs to form a shared sense of identity with the program's characters and each other. This article's distinct and original contribution is to draw insights into how the sense of community and activism on the O&A boards functions under the rubric of voice theory based on the rhetoric and discourse among its members. Specifically, this article treats unique and underresearched aspects of voice within the context of the O&A boards by focusing on the efficacy and value of this advocacy. This grassroots effort involves activism both online and offline but heavily relies on the internet to organize and put pressure on the network to keep the program on the air.
Therefore, this study is unique in its treatment of virtual fan activism. While such media campaigns, which use the internet as a tool to varying degrees, have a checkered rate of success in realizing their objectives, the fans' activism can shed light on how mainstream broadcast networks and online centric fan bases on the boards perceive media texts such as O&A. Bird (1999 Bird ( , 2003 has already addressed similar advocacy within internet fan sites via e-mail lists, but this article offers a distinct approach to documenting community dynamics by focusing on the activism and campaign mobilization in these forums. Perhaps the most suggestive aspect of this intellectual inquiry is that the postings by the O&A fans are an expression of community. Consequently, this study is designed to examine what these posts can tell us about how mediated communities are constructed.
Thus far, the vast majority of the literature documenting activism, such as fan mail campaigns, has focused on shows that had broad audiences such as Dr. Quinn, Medicine Woman (Bird 1999) , Star Trek (Trimble 1983) , Cagney & Lacey (Rosen 1981) , but whose demographics were undesirable to advertisers that covet the male youth audience. This study is distinct in that it focuses on a program, O&A, that does not have a broad, large mass audience by today's standards but instead has a quasi-cult following of relatively few, but loyal and dedicated audience members that comprise the community. By and large, the members are aware that the show does not have a commercially viable mass audience, which is necessary to ensure a long shelf life on national network television. Nonetheless, the core fan base is so personally invested in the phenomenology of the nexus between the characters' social relationships and their own relationships inside and out of the message board sites that the members are driven to adopt collective action so that the show will stay on the air as long as possible.
Fans' action to keep O&A on the air involves exerting influence on the network, through grassroots viewer media campaigns, to extend its contract with O&A's producers and to continue broadcasting original episodes of the program (not syndication) despite financial realities that make cancellation inevitable. Examples of fan members' collective action include using the internet as a primary tool to coordinate efforts such as writing letters to the network, pooling funds to purchase print advertising space to express their feelings, and contacting local media to air their feelings and agendas. Many members have forged a profound relationship with the meaning conveyed by the medium after a few short years of viewing the program on a weekly basis. This article's research questions, literature review, theoretical component, and discussion are designed to explore two concepts: (1) community and (2) activism. A treatment of the terms community and activism allow for the discovery of new insights on interactions between the fans' initiatives to stop the cancellation of O&A.
Background Story Line for O&A and Its Lack of a Broad Audience
To address the research questions of how and why the board members relate to this program, it is necessary to briefly provide some background on the show's content. Essentially, the program (Herskovitz and Zwick 1998 ) is about two 40-something-year-old, recent divorcees who meet by chance at their children's school and fall in love with each other. The program explores the impact of divorce on the mentioned divorcees, their teenage children, as well as the complications for their relationships with their ex-spouses and the emotional toll of restarting a family in one's midforties. Many of the board members identify themselves as people who have recently been through a divorce. A few present themselves as children of divorced parents and who express a deep form of attachment or shared sense of identity with the circumstances that the characters grapple with in their daily relationships. Consequently, one of the main reasons that the program was in jeopardy of cancellation was that the demographics for the program's general audience and for the board community tend to be people older than forty and largely female. However, CMC surrounding programs, such as this, have been a focus for concerted academic inquiry as scholars have drawn attention to female participants as a distinctive online user group (Danet 1996; Matheson 1992) .
To convey the meaning inherent in the excerpts in the subsequent analysis, it should be pointed out that O&A centers on the lives of two characters, Rick and Lilly, who are the two divorcees, each of whom had a family with two teenage children before divorcing. The program picks up two years after the two couples' previous relationships ended and traces how the two central characters began their romance together. In terms of the posts in the subsequent sections, one must be aware that the character Karen is Rick's estranged ex-wife. Jessie and Eli are siblings from Rick and Karen's previous marriage, and Zoë and Grace are siblings from Lily's previous marriage to her ex-husband Jake.
It is analytically useful to highlight some core reasons why O&A did not reach a broad audience. Many in the popular press, such as television critics, have argued that the program's demographics skewed too much to female and older audiences. While that may be true, it is hardly an explanation unique to this particular program. I would argue that there are at least three interrelated factors that cohesively provide some insight into the limitations in the appeal of the show based on the aesthetics of the text. The first explanation is that the program was too cerebral and literary to be of interest to great numbers of viewers. For example, during the series there were a couple of episodes that focused on high-culture concepts from an episode based on Anton Chekhov's short story "About Love" to a show reconstructing the plot device of Akira Kurosawa's (1950) film Rashômon (Daiei Motion Picture Co. Limited and Daiei Studios, Tokyo). It is likely that many viewers did not connect to such heady material, which was emblematic of the show's content over its three-year run. A second explanation for the limited reach of the program was the fact that the story lines were not self-contained within individual episodes. Therefore, the text resisted simplistic and preachy messages such as those conveyed in programs like Beverly Hills, 9010 (Speling TV and Torand Productions Inc./Fox Broadcasting, 1990-2000) and Dr. Quinn, Medicine Woman (Sullivan Company and CBS TV, 1993-98) . The program was more demanding of viewers, in that it required them to have the attention span to follow multi-episode story line arcs, which some of today's viewers, particularly TV critics, tend to loathe. A third reason was the subtlety in the storytelling of the familial relationships in the wake of divorce. Many of the message board members commented on how the finely crafted and intricate text was far too nuanced for its own good to attract high ratings, in the face of more outrageous and over-the-top competition such as Survivor program rarely "dumbed itself down" to a soapy or melodramatic narrative, such as Party of Five (Fox, 1994 (Fox, -2000 or Touched by an Angel (CBS, 1994 (CBS, -2003 , which were able to garner larger audiences through their "schlockier" content that appealed to the masses. While these aesthetic qualities of the program garnered the lead actress, Sela Ward, two Emmy nominations (with one win) for Outstanding Lead Actress and numerous other Emmy and industry awards, ultimately, they were not enough to ensure the program a long successful shelf life on the network.
Literature Review
There has been considerable scholarship (Meyrowitz 1985; Elliott 2004; Dallal 2001 ) on communities dedicated to discussions on soap operas and other television program formats, as well as substantive literature (Fung 2002; Mitra and Watts 2002; Mitra 2001) on theoretical frameworks that are analytically useful in drawing insights into the O&A bulletin boards. My overview of the relevant literature focuses on two specific concepts that emphasize ethnographic approaches from the audiences' perspective. The concepts of community and activism as conceptualized here suggest the shaping of the interaction within the O&A boards.
Community
The literature dissecting virtual communities such as the O&A message boards by and large is situated at two broadly defined levels of debate. 1 The first involves the debate over whether CMC-related communities function as real or legitimate communities according to a rather strict sense of the term or are merely fly-by-night forums with no communal rules, social norms, or attachments that resemble the strong social bonds that tend to define the traditional community experience of faceto-face communication. In one camp, scholars such as Doheny-Farina (1996) and Stoll (1995) are highly skeptical of the ability of CMC forums such as chat rooms and Multi-User Domains (MUDS) to function as viable and effective loci of communities. While Bird (1999, 52) finds that communities do exist on forums such as e-mail discussion lists, she does concede that "most of the critical vitriol about cyber communication seems to be reserved for anonymous chat rooms, 'drop-in' places where the communication is casual, sporadic, and very often masked." Thus, she points out that "it is hardly surprising that these offer little sense of community" (1999, 52) . Humdog (1996, 40) argues, "So-called electronic communities encourage participation in fragmented, mostly silent, micro-groups who are primarily engaged in dialogues of self-congratulation. In other words, most people lurk; and the ones that post are pleased with themselves." He suggests that virtual forums are marked more by narcissism than true community.
In the other camp, a recent study by Bakardjieva (2003, 291 ) offers a singularly compelling argument that CMC effectively constitutes community. She contends that communication within these forums offers "empowering possibilities in the appropriation of the Internet by domestic users." Bakardjieva (2003, 291) suggests that participating in online communities allows members to "transcend the sphere of narrowly private interest and experience." Moreover, she calls "for appreciation of the different forms of engagement with other people on-line [virtual togetherness] that exist, and the different needs they serve" (2003, 292) . The article argues that the term community tends to be too narrowly defined and argues for the use of the broader and more inclusive term virtual togetherness.
In addition, others who conceive of online forums as de facto communities (Baym 1995 (Baym , 1997 have analyzed the group structure and communicative practices in Rec.arts.tv.soaps (r.a.t.s.), which is an electronic discussion or newsgroup about American daytime television soap operas and also happens to be one of the oldest newsgroups on Usenet. For example, Baym (1997) has conducted content analyses of r.a.t.s. where she has ascertained that, based on the demographics of those who typically participate in these groups, the majority tend to be women, those that are well educated, and those with high disposable incomes. Baym (1995) also has provided insight into structural components of navigating these groups. This involves the processes by which members locate headers for subjects of discussion threads and the implied meaning of using shorthand within subject headings of discussion threads. In this communal ritual, members use keyboard characters to create images such as happy faces that contribute to the group's symbolic iconography.
Scholarship that explores the nature of virtual communities has paid particular attention to burgeoning interpersonal relationships in the online communities. For example, Baym (2000) has extensively researched the group dynamic communicative processes that manifest in a variety of permutations of building human connections and social bonds online. The social connections are broken down into discrete processes such as accomplishing friendships, the establishment of ritualized space for friendliness, dyadic friendships, and the exploration of the limits of online friendships by managing disagreements. Consequently, much of the analysis has considered the role that the television medium has played in these interpersonal associations. More broadly, the intellectual inquiry explores the ability of these particular CMC forums to influence the development of online social norms and individual and/or group identity.
The discourse at the second analytical level assumes that online forums do constitute communities in some basic sense but centers on the debate First, DiGiovanna (1996) has labeled participants in these virtual communities as "pathetic" and "narcissistic." According to DiGiovanna (1996, 456-57) , "This is what the Net does, in the form of cross-quotes and recycled postings . . . it makes itself into an entity which has its own validity while it erases the identity of those who claim to be part of it." Second, as Coates (1998) and Dery (1994) have pointed out, several virtual communities have rules about civility, but given the lack of structure and anonymity of these types of forums, breakdowns in the rules can be rampant. This lack of community member accountability to the rules can engender aggression and discord within the forums, where there is a perceived lack of authority. The opposing side of this debate offers considerable research supporting the argument that virtual communities are forums that offer socially positive forums for new media communication. For example, McKinley (1997, 83) argued that discourse in virtual communities is conducive to establishing "expertise and community . . . [and creates] a community among viewer and characters which seemed to empower viewers." Rheingold (1996) is also a vocal proponent of online communities, but he suggests community will not materialize magically of its own volition. According to Rheingold (1996, 420) , "Communities can emerge from and exist within computer-linked groups, but that technical linkage of electronic personae is not sufficient to create a community." He goes on to say that "when such [a] group accumulates a sufficient number of friendships and rivalries, and witnesses the births, marriages, and deaths that bond any other kind of community, it takes on a definite and profound sense of place in people's minds" (1996, 420) . This suggests that community formation is beneficial. While the majority of online fan communities have beneficial and detrimental qualities, the debate over their value tends to be framed in polemical and dialectical terms. Rheingold's (1996) quotation also references the fact that most communities, not associated with the internet, are traditionally defined by communication and social interaction that takes place in a traditionally defined space and time boundary. An example of such a community venue would be a convention of members in face-to-face interactions in one central location at a set day and time. However, Rheingold's (1996) argument suggests that internet communities have the potential to replicate the social environment of traditional communities with more narrowly defined constructs of space and time. In addition, research by Clerc (2000) has supported the contention of beneficial qualities of virtual communities. For example, Clerc (2000) has documented how these communities can be nurturing and can put new community members at ease and feel nurtured as they become more experienced members of the community. In this article, I am not making the argument that virtual communities function as legitimate communities or that the internet intrinsically provides either a constructive or destructive community. Bird (1999) and others have pointed out that the interaction and communication in these communities largely rely on written electronic text without the nonverbal interpersonal communication forms such as voice and body language. This lack of contextual communication forms casts some doubt on the strength of the social bonds in these communities.
However, I would argue that the passion exhibited by the O&A fans to save their program facilitated a sense of human connection and solidarity that is rarely achieved in either virtual or real-world communities. My research is informed by the diverse and varied definitions of the concept of community. Within the context of this article, the concept of community will be operationalized along two central dimensions. The first involves the ability of social groups to facilitate nurturing interpersonal bonds. The second concerns the extent to which the participants have negotiated overt and unwritten rules and regimes that suggest a consensus on the ethics and etiquette of the communal forums. Therefore, to gain new original insights into how community is constructed within the online context, it is important to build on, and move beyond, the conventional polemical categories that have been imposed on these communities.
To progress from the polemics of the debate on community, it is worth noting some attendant conceptual issues such as the community's mode of organization (Garfinkel 1967 (Garfinkel , 2002 and the voluntary association that exists in civil society outside the realm of the political economy (Goffman 1959 (Goffman , 1963 (Goffman , 1967 (Goffman , 1969 (Goffman , 1971 (Goffman , 1997 . For example, as Garfinkel (1967) has pointed out, social order and group interaction are often shaped and constructed by organizational and/or institutional constraints or accountability. In this regard, "Garfinkel recognizes institutional constraint as playing an essential role in the local production of order phenomena" (Rawls, 2002, 27) . For example, "Garfinkel poses the problem of rules, and the achievement of social order, in the context of a situated social actor who needs to accomplish a social task in a way that is recognizably and witnessably coherent to others" (Rawls, 2002, 43) . Garkinkel suggests that institutions provide the structure to act "as a constraint in limited and specific ways via constraints on institutionally acceptable accounts" (Rawls, 2002, 61) . My ensuing discussion of the O&A online fan community will suggest that the posts on the boards manifested many of these same organizational constraints of order, rules, and structure. Thus far, my discussion of Garfinkel has focused on organizational constraints in social interaction. However much of Goffman's work, cited here, provides the companion perspective of voluntary association in social interaction outside the political economy, which is equally incisive in understanding the dynamic of community in the O&A online fan forums. For example, Goffman's (1963, 151 ) discussion of communication boundaries suggests that "the initiation of engagement among the acquainted and unacquainted is voluntarily regulated both by those who seek out communicative contact and by those who avoid it." This line of inquiry seeks an understanding of the dramaturgy, rules, and "regulations which apply only when there are bystanders in the situation, namely, persons present who are not ratified members of the engagement" (Goffman 1963, 151) . This analysis, when revisited in an electronic key, is insightful to how new members to the O&A fan boards introduce themselves and become socialized into the boards via their posts, by initially identifying themselves as outsiders or new members. It is also insightful into the process of how board members socially construct posts on the boards where a few members monopolize the posts over a localized argument and the rest of the board members are put in the position of bystanders within the ecology of the community.
Activism
The literature on activism among fans that mobilize to "save" their favorite television programs from cancellation is diverse. This article addresses activism using traditional, non-internet-based activism approaches such as those using regular fan mail campaigns as well as activism efforts that primarily use the internet as a tool. There has been a long history of non-internet-driven activism by fans on behalf of their favorite programs , 1982-88) ). Trimble (1983) has documented how in the 1960s fans sent letters to NBC in a collective and coordinated effort to protest the network's decision to cancel the television show Star Trek in the 1967-69 seasons. He points out how fan participation generated more than one million fan letters to the network, which ultimately was successful in garnering Star Trek a third year on the air. Brower (1992, 168) has also suggested how activist fans of the program Hill Street Blues pleaded "with potential sponsors to support the show, and contacted television journalists and critics, urging them to watch the program and cover it in their columns."
The "Hill Street" campaign "thus marked a shift from sole reliance on numbers of viewers to judgments of 'quality'" (Brower 1992, 168) . Scholars such as (Rosen 1981; Gitlin 1985) contributed to the body of literature on fan activism by revealing how other media were used by the campaign for Cagney & Lacey. Rosen (1981, 40) pointed out, "When CBS aired the pilot TV movie in October 1981, it earned a cover story in Ms. Magazine." Brower (1992, 168) noted that the article focused on "the struggle of "Cagney & Lacey"'s writers and producers to produce a women's buddy movie in the face of industry sexism." In addition, "The article was coupled with an invitation to viewers and readers [who wanted] the movie to become a series to write to Filmways, who backed the project" (Brower 1992, 168) . The activism has also played a role within the content of the television programs. For example, D'Acci (1987) has discussed initiatives protesting cast changes on Cagney & Lacey. When the network considered replacing the two lead actresses because the executives perceived their portrayal as too "threatening," viewers protested "the industry's failed courage in representing women beyond their stereotypes" (D'Acci, 1987, 214) . Ultimately, the network caved into the activism and left the two lead roles intact.
The literature focusing on activism using the internet as the primary campaign tool is a little more fragmentary and diffuse than the more established scholarship on offline campaigns. Perhaps the study that is most relevant to my discussion of activism within the O&A message board is Bird's (1999) article on the program Dr. Quinn, Medicine Woman. This discussion was expanded upon in her more recent book (Bird 2003) . There are several similarities and differences between the activism for Dr. Quinn, Medicine Woman explored in the 1999 article and this article's analysis of the activism among O&A fans. There are at least three similarities worth touching on. The first is that despite concerted efforts orchestrated by members of the respective virtual communities, their activism ultimately failed to preempt cancellation. Bird (1999, 59) describes how the fans of Dr. Quinn, Medicine Woman "launched an immediate attack against CBS that demonstrated how effective the Internet can be in mobilizing people quickly and efficiently." Moreover, "A 'Save Dr. Quinn' web site and committee emerged, spawning letter writing campaigns, rallies, and phone barrages" (Bird 1999, 59) . Similarly, the ensuing pages of this article will document how the O&A fans used the message bulletin boards to centralize and coordinate their efforts to make communication more efficient and effective. Dr. Quinn, Medicine Woman was canceled in 1998, and O&A was canceled in 2002.
A second commonality in the activism in the two shows was their use of other media to promote their campaign. Bird (1999, 59 ) reveals that the Dr. Quinn site "raised $13,000 to place ads in such publications as TV Guide and the Hollywood Reporter, all the money being sent in by posters to organizers they only knew through the list." This article will provide evidence of a similar phenomenon among the O&A board members to fund advertisements in trade papers and other media. Third, both groups of activists faced a common challenge that significantly detracted from their chances of success, namely, that advertisers did not covet the demographics that the shows were oriented toward. Bird (1999, 58 ) cited a quotation from the president of CBS who justified canceling Dr. Quinn on the basis of the rationale that "the network needed to attract young, urban male viewers, and felt that Dr. Quinn viewers were 'too old, too rural, and too female.'" Similarly, the O&A demographic was perceived in the industry as being too female and too elderly to generate lucrative advertising revenue. Despite these similarities, there were differences not only in the activism between the two groups but also in how the activism was covered in the two articles. First, as Bird (1999) points out, Dr. Quinn was a ratings hit for most of its six seasons on the air, attracting an audience of twelve million and was typically number one in its time slot. However, O&A did not reach nearly such a broad audience, and in its final season it was frequently third in its time slot among major broadcast networks and was only on the air for three seasons. Therefore, the campaign for O&A was a much harder sell to convince ABC executives.
A second difference relates to contrasts in the way activism is approached in reference to the Dr. Quinn fans and how the fan campaigns are treated in this article. With respect to the Dr. Quinn group, Bird (1999) treats the activism rather tangentially or in a fragmented way and only refers to it in passing as part of her discussion of gender aspects of the show. However, in this article, activism plays a central role as it is integrated into the main research questions, and the Discussion section offers an in-depth treatment of how the activism was operationalized in the discourse on the fan boards. In addition, this article offers new theoretical contributions. Specifically, this article offers a treatment of concepts from voice theory, which is largely absent in the work of Bird (1999) and others.
Aside from Bird's work, there has been a line of intellectual inquiry (Benson 1996; Dibbell 1993; Hill and Hughes 1998) on political dimensions of internet activism involving grassroots mobilizations that address how fans use bulletin boards and new media. These works draw relevant theoretical insights into ways to conceptualize mobilization of campaigns on the internet. Moreover, these works offer a broad, but methodically sound treatment of strategic issues of mobilization efforts and distinctions between mainstream and alternative aesthetics, taste, and quality of the fans' discourse within the public sphere.
Theoretical Framework
Theory can play a useful role in understanding phenomena within the O&A internet message bulletin board sites. This study considers a relevant and innovative conceptual approach, namely, voice, as a theoretical construct. As Mitra (2004, 493) has pointed out, "Voice has been a well-explored construct, and there are several approaches that can be utilized to expand the on theories of voice." Within the literature on communication and media studies, the notion of voice was broached when Black (1978) raised questions about its significance within a larger context of the social world. The theorizing on voice tends to adopt a utopian, even technologically deterministic, assessment of discourse in virtual communities where the internet seemingly has limitless potential to provide social justice as marginalized groups struggle with their oppressors for the appropriation of power. For example, some scholars have argued "in the case of the marginalized, voice has the potential of producing a call that the dominant has a moral obligation to acknowledge" (Mitra 2001, 29) .
This utopianism is manifested in two central defining dimensions of voice as a theoretical lens. The first dimension conceives of the theory based on a duality of "two diametrically opposed perspectives from which we can begin to discuss voice in communication studies: as a capacity of human being or as a function of the linguistic" (Mitra and Watts 2002, 481) . Specifically, the first refers "to the 'agency' component of voice and the second, the 'discourse' component" (Mitra and Watts 2002, 481) . In terms of the first perspective, voice has been conceptualized as acquiring agency by which the speaker can take on the position of the speaking agent to produce a specific voice for himself or herself. Appelbaum (1990, 8) points out that voice can be appreciated as a prediscursive, physiological phenomenon bound to the human body.
Voice suggests an immediate relation to, or inseparability with, the social world as well as a mode of understanding or mode of cognition. Consequently, Watts (2001) has made the argument that to have a voice, an agent must find a space where the voice can be concretized, such as the O&A boards. As Mitra (2004, 493-94) points out, "The connection between voice and space becomes particularly critical when such a space is denied in real life through marginalizing forces and a new space needs to be carved out." The relationship between agency and voice was considered by scholars (Mumby 1988; Haslett 1990; C. Smith and Hyde 1991; Putnam, Phillips, and Chapman 1996) , who argued the different subgroups speak in different voices, which suggests structurations in organizations such as the O&A boards.
With respect to the second perspective, discourse refers to a system of representations that has developed socially to produce a specific set of meanings around which structures of popular culture are constructed (Fiske 1987) . In discursive spaces, the efficacy of the internet is intimately shaped by how the discourse has been constructed and presented as a voice in cyberspace. Moreover, Foucault (1972) has argued for the intimate relationship between discourses, actualized through voices that can renegotiate power relationships. The implication for this study is that, based on a utopian or technologically deterministic perspective, the O&A boards function along these lines of agency and discourse to give the board members' voice in their opposition to ABC's decision to cancel the program. The second utopian-oriented dimension that defines voice as a theory is based on Bakhtin's (1981) distinction between authoritative and internally persuasive discourse. The assumption is that the marginalized can call out the authoritative or dominant and put them in the position of either having to acknowledge the marginalized or further distance the dispossessed. Therefore, there is urgency for the marginalized to gain agency via the internet and otherwise face the risk of becoming more disempowered. Bakhtin (1981, 35) argues that authoritative discourse "enters our verbal consciousness as a compact and indivisible mass; one must totally affirm it, or totally reject it. It is indissolubly fused with its authority-with political power-and it stands and falls together with that authority." Alternatively, the internally persuasive discourse provides the subject with a language for dialoging. In other words, by "using that language of the dominant, the subject may be able to co-opt the authoritative discourse to produce a new voice which can demand to be heard and acknowledged by others" (Mitra 2001, 32 ). Bakhtin's (1981) distinction is particularly useful in drawing insights into the O&A boards in its contention that because of tensions between the authoritative and internal discourses within mediated environments, the authoritative discourse has captured most of the traditional communication. This would suggest the power of ABC, which represents a locus of authoritative discourse, as a broadcast network that has ownership and control over television that represents that traditional medium. This power is manifested in ABC's ability to make decisions on whether O&A as a program will continue in production or will be canceled. The implication is that voices presented on the O&A boards represent the internally persuasive discourse that presents the interests of the "other." In this case, the internally persuasive discourse involves keeping O&A on the air even if it is not financially profitable for ABC. In his distinction, Bakhtin suggests that the voices or posts on the boards "can lead to a re-negotiation of marginal identities and the formation of significantly powerful cyber communities that can force a resolution of the crisis that the dominant would face" (Mitra 2001, 33) . I would suggest that there is a manifest utopianism or technological determinism to this view of the power that cyber communities, such as the O&A boards, have in challenging dominant actors such as ABC. The crisis involves uncertainty over the cancellation of O&A and the activism against ABC to keep the show on the air, while the resolution in this article refers to the outcome or cancellation of the program. The subsequent article will comment on the extent to which the utopian pronouncements of voice theory were realized in the case of the O&A boards. The theoretical discussion provides the conceptual tools with which to approach the relationship between the activists on the boards (as the marginalized individuals) and executives at ABC (as the dominant authoritarians) over the cancellation of O&A.
Research Questions
The research questions in this article are designed to treat dimensions of community and activism. Both questions demonstrate how voice functions within my treatment of community and activism to allow conceptual insights into how interactions on the boards function.
Research Question on Community
Research Question 1: Does the rhetoric or discourse within the posts in the show's fan message boards reflect the members' voice and embody a sense of community?
Here community would be defined as posts or interaction where members nurture each other. In addition, they engage in discourse within the context of established communal rules that suggests that there is a meaningful social network that allows members to feel like they are intimately connected to a larger group.
Research Question on Activism
Research Question 2: Have the traits and qualities unique to the internet substantively contributed to how activism and voice function in the discourse among the fans on the message boards? And do these characteristics of internet activism profoundly transform relationships between producers, networks, and fan groups?
Method
Participant observation discourse analysis presents a research method and an analytical tool often used to address research questions in ethnographic studies (Garton, Haythornthwaite, and Wellman 1997; Geertz 1973; 354 Television 1979; Paccagnella 1997; Jones 1995; Rice 1989) . The participant observation technique plays a critical role in accomplishing the task of "uncovering and depicting indigenous meanings" that are culturally bound within the context of community forums (Emerson, Fretz, and Shaw 1995, 12) . While ethnographic participant observation is the primary technique for the study, this method is triangulated with textual analysis and case study approaches of the O&A message boards to address the complexity of the subject matter. This study also integrates a data triangulation design based on the discourse in the online message boards dedicated to the O&A program including (1) posts on the message boards, (2) single-person and group interviews of board members (both face-to-face and via correspondence), and (3) direct back-and-forth e-mail communication. The data, primarily consisting of posts on message boards, have evolved during a three-year period and in broad terms adhere to a snowball sampling approach. I will make extensive use of the message board members' voices to allow them to speak directly in the true spirit of ethnography and to illustrate key points throughout this article.
I began informally logging on and following the message bulletin board of the show's first "official" web site located on the ABC television network site in the fall of 1999. I was prompted to look up the web site when I heard about this show having a small but respectable audience, by broadcast TV standards, but which has a hard-core and rapidly loyal fan base online. I pursued a more systematic data collection of posts beginning with the start of the second season in the fall of 2000. The impetus for this article came from earlier research I was doing on the linguistics and semiotics of virtual communities dedicated to television shows as many of the data-collecting techniques for the two studies overlapped.
After deciding to spin off that preceding project, I announced my intention to the majority of the internet message boards and invited comment. There were no negative or hostile responses, and I conveyed to the members who responded to my announcement that I would disclose information on the purpose of the research. Moreover, I assured them that their anonymity would be fully respected and real names and identities completely cloaked, and consequently the names used in this study have been accordingly changed. A few of those who responded to my initial disclosure, which I posted intermittently on the boards a few times when I was conducting the research, were helpful in terms of directing me to web sites made by fans in homage to O&A.
During the show's second season I began to post occasionally but mainly lurked and simply read posts without posting; now and then I would e-mail members directly for clarification of their posts. While lurking is not an active form of participation in these forums, its merits should not be overlooked. 2 The act of lurking through board messages serves as a mechanism that can disseminate information on campaign mobilization where community members just need information on the amount of money required and where to send it and are not particularly interested in using the boards to express a particular opinion. 3 Through the course of the 2000-2001 and 2001-2 seasons I collected approximately thirteen thousand messages, not only from the ABC web site, but also from the other web sites being erected by fans that reflected increasing concern about O&A's demise. The corpus of these thirteen thousand messages that are based on multiple sources are too large for analysis. Therefore, the posts as well as the individual responses to my interview questions, which constitute the article's unit of analysis, are organized in two sets of schemes. Given the highly dynamic and evanescent nature of content on the internet, many of the links corresponding to the posts that were used in this article may not be current anymore. Both schemes emerged from the data as voiced by the participants and were not imposed on the text in keeping with traditional ethnographic research methods. The intent is to capture rich insights into the social phenomenon on the message boards.
The first scheme is based on epistemological considerations regarding community and activism. The community-related taxonomy includes messages that depict how the participants' social bonds and interactions forged on the boards precipitate self-involvement and a sense of self-efficacy to mobilize on behalf of O&A. In addition, this category includes posts and other community feedback where fans articulate how quality and taste aesthetics play a powerful role in defining how the message and agenda of the campaign should be defined to achieve the program's renewal. The activism-related category includes messages that strictly pertain to planning, coordinating, and executing the fan initiatives to "save" O&A from cancellation. If there was any overlap within a single post, I broke the post down into its core ideas and recategorized.
The second scheme more closely resembled a content analysis and is based on specific words, concepts, or terms used in the posts and other data. Accordingly, two categories are set up: (1) community and (2) activism. Then I looked for posts that either used any of these specific terms or were applicable to one of the two concepts and categorized them accordingly. A word processor's "Find," "Go To," "Locate," and indexing functions were used to identify prominent overlaps of discourse and convergence in vital sections of text. This discourse plays an indispensable role in defining the online discussions in terms of its program content-related themes and broader analytical concepts. If there was any overlap within a single post, I broke the post down into its fundamental individual ideas and categorized the parts in one of the two categories. After using the two distinct schemes to analyze the posts and other data, I cross-tabulated and selected those posts that were identified under the two schemes and that played the most prominent roles in their respective discussion threads. The discourse voiced on the various message boards, individual e-mail, and face-to-face interviews with the fans plays a pivotal role in this study's research method design. However, the individual fan is not the primary unit of analysis. This is because there are methodological problems in terms of internal consistency, double counting, and absence of data issues with placing the fans discretely in the ontological and epistemological sections. In addition, there are self-reporting problems, since it is difficult to get reliable third-party information on the demographics of those participating on the boards, aside from what they divulge about themselves. Moreover, given the reliance of the methodological component of this study on electronic communication within the context of the message boards, it is not feasible to use conventional sampling size specifications, n (and attendant statistical techniques). This is because the vast majority of those logging onto the boards were doing so under assumed monikers or screen names, which partially concealed their identities and made counts problematic. Under these screen names, it is possible for more than one member to use a screen name and for the same user to change his or her screen name frequently for several personal reasons.
Results

Community
To address Research Question 1, on community, it is necessary to focus on how the posts reflect nurturing interactions and established rules (Bird 1999) that are critical to defining how the boards function as a community. Here I focus on a few concrete examples of nurturing communal interaction. This involves discourse where members used the boards to nurture relationships in real life, face-to-face forums that mirror the strong social bonds of more traditional activities.
In the first example of nurturing interaction, during the third season, Diana, one of the community members, reminds the posters about the possibility of convening to celebrate the show being back on the air after an extended hiatus. This post touched of a flurry of posts eagerly responding to the opportunity to nurture social bonds with the fellow posters. Johnny wrote, "Wow Diana that is an amazing idea!! I would love for that to happen, I'm only 16 though and I don't know if any place would really listen to me, I wish I knew an 'O&A' fan where I live willing to do that." Holly wrote, "I'm the same way, If only I could find a "rabic" ("rabid") Once and Again fan like me, I would love to do it, but I really don't think I, alone, would get anywhere." Johnny posted back saying, "Yeah I wish I had more people in my town who were willing to do that, I would love to help but I don't think I could be in charge of it." Diana responded by "Johnny & Holly, Thank you both for the feedback on my idea. I do understand why you can't be in charge, but who knows? Maybe people will start posting about having these parties, and you can attend one in your areanot the happy hour parties, though! <g> Diana." Holly offered, "Well, I'm in the DC area. . . . So if anybody lives around her, contact me! And maybe we could work something out!" Johnny concluded the discussion thread with "I live in upstate NY near Albany so if anyone lives near me and wants to plan one I would love to help. My mom loves this show and she might even want to help if I ask :)." Similar social meetings were planned over the three years that O&A was on the air.
In another example of the nurturing aspect of the message board community, in mid-2003, more than one year after the official cancellation of the program, a board member posted a message introducing herself as someone new to the online community. While the posts elicited many responses, the one that spoke most directly to community is as follows:
Hi Karen, Welcome to our board. You certainly are among friends and a truly supportive community here when you talk about being obsessed by "O&A." I don't know if you are aware, but we, the members of this and other "O&A" groups, put on a major fight [and set the benchmark for future campaigns] to save our beloved show. We placed 3 ads in trade magazines, faxed & phoned for all eternity and finally put up a billboard in LA. Sadly, it was all to no avail. Anyway, feel free to post away about your passion cos
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The post speaks to the strength of the group's bond that lasted well after "O&A" ended. In addition to address the community question comprehensively, it is necessary to explore how the concept of community is defined within the context of established rules within the message boards. This is critical to identify who these posters are in terms of the social construction involved in community building. These boards like many other virtual forums have specific written rules and conventions that official members of the boards have to subscribe to, which prohibits the use of profanity and sexist or racist language. Violators of these terms are subject to having their membership revoked. Perhaps more interestingly, there are unwritten rules that concern disagreement or conflict resolution. This involves how members who are new to the boards become socialized into the group.
To evaluate how the rules were socially constructed, I will provide one example of an issue that tested how the boards' conventions should be defined and implemented. Toward the end of the final season, one of the board members leaked the news that Sela Ward's, the actress playing Lilly, mother was gravely ill, and in the weeks following these particular posts she died. It was never exactly clear how the poster had gleaned this information. However, there was a viscerally polemical debate that spread to several of the message boards on the ethics of that disclosure to the virtual community as a violation of privacy. The controversy began with this post, which challenged the posters' perceptions of the community's rules: I'll probably get killed by someone for this, but I feel it would be wrong not sharing this with the board. I was told yesterday that the set was shut down. Sela's mother is apparently very ill, to the point to where Sela flew home to be with her immediately. I was thinking that since we are her fans, we should take a moment to think about her and wish her and her family well. If you are so inclined, you could include a prayer for them. Some are still sending valentines. I don't see how it could hurt to also send a note sharing your concern and support to Sela as well. So who have posted here are from Meridian. I can't imagine with all the Sela has done there, that she is hidden from the city. You might drop by with some flowers. Larry A fellow poster Jessica posted the following as a response:
Larry, Don't ya think it's a little late to retract that statement? You betray people's confidence and think that it's all fine and good because you retract? i don't think so. You have obviously proven the kind of person you are. And i know you will be full of, "I didn't mean it like that, I swear." I meant it in a nice way. yada, yada, yada! Yeah. We get what you mean. You
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portray yourself as this aww shucks kinda guy, and i'm just not buying it. You want everyone to like you. And when it's clear that they don't you try to buy their affection's with CD's. Did it work, Larry? Did you get the recognition that you *think* you deserve? You remind me of a little girl: Like me, like me, I want everyone to like me. . . . PUKE CITY! I've never trusted you from the beginning, and thank you for proving it to everyone. I love it! Larry, there is a huge difference between a nice guy and a pansy@ss-* . And you my friend are the second one.
After Jessica issued a sharp rebuke of Larry's news, the discourse over the news was particularly sharp. Lyn noted, "Jessica, you and I have had our Major disagreements, but you are way out of line here, and owe Larry and all of us an apology for doing this on the Boards. You know [from previous outbursts] that taking things off the board accomplishes more than being bitchy." Jessica responded by saying, "I don't care if you think I was being bitchy or not and the previous outburst happened a long time ago. That I was sorry for, but I'll never apologize to Larry." Others voiced their criticism of Larry, suggesting that if he did not violate formal rules, his post constituted a lack of judgment and an ethical lapse. Florence posted the following:
In support of my friend, Jessica [I] would like to voice my opinion about the situation on the board, since everyone is so quick to attack her choice of words. As we all know, Larry posted a message he knew he was not supposed to share with anyone. I would have thought he had done so with the best intentions, but I cannot say his actions were purely accidental based on the following remark: I'll probably get killed by someone for this . . . -by Larry. Obviously, Larry knew he was not permitted to share any "inside information" because he had promised to keep it confidential. Sure, Larry has been very helpful on the boards and hardworking in terms of trying to save the show, but these things do not justify or give him the right to share information he promised to keep in confidence. Larry violated someone's trust, in turn, violating Sela. This is the reason why Jessica reacted the way she did. I know not everyone agrees with her choice of words, but heyJessica is free to speak her mind on a public board. We ALL know that some of the very people complaining are guilty of doing the same exact thing in the past. You all know who you are.
Other community members came to Larry's defense, suggesting that Larry's post did not violate the board's rules citing his strong social bonds with the community of posters:
Yesterday was a dark day for this board and I would like to say IMO [In My Opinion], a lot of posts responding to Larry, were over the top. Larry has been a popular and helpful community member here for quite some time. And how quickly it is forgotten how much time and effort he has put into 360
Television & New Media / November 2007 the Save campaign. Whether he was out of line is debatable, the fact, knows Larry, he would only have posted with the most sincere of intentions and to be berated like he was, was shameful. What really annoys me is that if Larry had had some really juicy information on a cast member, everyone would have wanted to know, and you wouldn't have cared about respecting someone's privacy then. And if it was featured in a magazine or online, you would all be rushing out to get it. The moral is. . . . Don't be so quick to judge and NONE of us are perfect.
During this heated exchange I contacted several participants to inquire why they felt so strongly about this disagreement. I talked to one board member, Susan, who told me that "Larry was one of the first people to welcome me to the board. He has always answered questions, and been very helpful. It made a big difference to me. I'd just wanted to remind everyone what unites us-the love the remarkable show called 'Once and Again.' No matter whatever our other differences may be, we have that in common.
Years from now, when we look back, we'll have wonderful memories of the show to cherish." While there was disagreement over whether Larry had violated the group-negotiated norms and rules over privacy, the emotional and highly passionate posts suggest that members perceived the boards as a viable communal forum. Larry did not divulge his source on Sela's mother's illness. However, this exchange of posts demonstrates how there are no formal rules or guidelines on disclosing this type of information that are rigorously prescribed by the moderator of the board or virtual community. Even so, the consensus can be as strong and function as if there were overt guidelines of interaction.
Activism
To answer Research Question 2, based in the activism concept, this article notes how the boards' participants used the power of the internet to mount a campaign. The article illustrates how the board members were able to use a mix of traditional and new media and emphasizes their ability to harness the properties of the internet to fund their campaign. It also suggests the extent to which they were cognizant of the industry's Nielsen system and advocated the way the campaign could use alternatives such as online petitions. Finally, I will document posts by the show's executive producers that acknowledged the power of the internet to counteract power relationships and structures. However, while the framers of the activism to save the show were ambitious in their efforts to affect the broadcast network establishment, their efficacy in realizing their objectives were more perceptual than tangible in their results.
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With respect to funding the fans' initiatives to save the show, the posters raised about $4,000 to pay for three print advertisements that were published in the industry trade papers such as Variety. The posts below reveal how the members set up a web site to raise money for the advertising campaign. Martin apprised the posters that we have almost reached $1000 so far, in just a few days. In about two weeks, a full page ad will appear in Variety, telling ABC and Disney that we ARE watching Once And Again. Our last ad, in The Hollywood Reporter, generated a lot of media buzz, and Melinda told me that we had 1000 new people sign the petition after it came out. For us to run another ad is unexpected, and unheard of. What kind of fans will pool their money over and over to save their favorite show? Once And Again fans! The media will buzz anew, generating even more attention to our show, and this is one of the ways we are trying to get more viewers to tune in. If the media prints, talks, and reports about a show, people will take note. If you would like to contribute to the ad, please click the link below to see how: http://www.saveoanda.com/ VarietyAd.html-Martin A few weeks later Janie noted, "Eileen hasn't updated the site, but we are still making progress on reaching our goal. Thank you for reposting the main posts, Janie. :) Currently, we have $1234 in the account, $680 incoming, leaving us a needed balance of $1386 to reach our goal. Almost $2000 has been raised in the last 6 days, and I want to thank everyone again who has contributed. If you would like to find out the details about how you too can help, click on this link: http://www.saveoanda.com/ VarietyAd.html-Janie."
Another collaborator noted,
We're purchasing a second advertisment [advertisement] to save "Once & Again." Our deadline for raising funds is approaching fast, and we haven't reached our goal yet. This ad will run in "Variety," a trade magazine, so we'll be certain that the exectuvives [executives] at ABC will hear our message. We're asking them to support Quality Family Programming and keep 'Once & Again' on the air. Martin reports: Currently, we have $1234 in the account, $680 incoming, leaving us a needed balance of $1386 to reach our goal. Almost $2000 has been raised in the last 6 days, and I want to thank everyone again who has contributed. If you would like to find out the details about how you too can help, click on this link: http://www .saveoanda.com/VarietyAd.html
Aside from these two ads, the community funded another ad in the trade paper The Hollywood Reporter and a billboard in the Los Angeles area. While the total campaign contributions raised via communications on the boards amounted to about $10,000, which is small compared to the amount the industry spends for media promotion, the posts do reflect the dogged enthusiasm of fan activists. The posters also spoke to the power of the Nielsen ratings as a factor in determining the success of network shows. This involved the potential role for online petitions to empower fans and put the network under institutional pressure to keep the show in production. Doreen posted, "Please remember to go to Save That Show and register your vote to Save 'Once and Again' DAILY!Click his link http://www.savethatshow .com/ Save_That_Show__Once_and_Again.shtml. Whether ABC execs will pay attention to the totals or not I do not know. But critics are writing articles and making references to this website. The more votes we have, the greater the chance that Once and Again will be referred to. Any publicity can only help our cause. So please vote every 24 hours!-Doreen."
Another poster Kat responded by apprising the community members of another online petition, "This national Canadian newspaper is running a poll of which shows deserve to be saved. 'O&A' is one of the choices. There haven't been too many votes, yet, so it shouldn't be hard for us to pull into the lead. http://www.theglobeandmail.com/tv/-Kat." Hal posted to the discussion thread:
Thank you Kat and everyone else whose [who has] voted. If you haven't, please do. We need everyone to vote because it only lets you do it once. This could lead to a nice article in a paper that reaches a lot of people, mostly in that nice rich adult demographic in which ABC would love to have "O&A"'s ratings improve. http://www.theglobeandmail.com/tv/BTW, the Globe and Mail's TV columnist told ME about the poll, so I think we can assume he's behind the show. I know it's a Canadian paper, but they must have a few readers south of the border and I doubt that the US stations completely disregard how many of us watch them.
As the posts noted, it is difficult to assess the tangible impact of these online petitions. However, from the posts it was clear that the fans' participation in these virtual forums reflected attempts to bypass the entrenched industry role of the Nielsen ratings. The discourse also suggests a change in the relationship between producers and consumers by suggesting that online petitions allow fans to express their agenda more democratically.
The following two posts, which were reposted frequently throughout the boards in the apex of the campaign, reveal how the activists harnessed the internet in their attempts to affect structural and powerful relationships in the industry among advertisers, networks, and radio and print organizations. The first post stated, After the second message was posted to the boards by the same board member, I briefly interviewed the author of the posts to inquire on the rationale of this particular campaign tactic and what it meant to her as a fan. I was told that "our message to ABC is being heard. We need to crank up the heat and kick this campaign into high gear! We can't let up. We can't give up. We must be relentless. This show has meant the world to me and the rest of the board for the past three years and the Internet seems like a ideal platform to express ourselves and take action." This suggests that while the posters were realistic about the efficacy of their online activism, the internet was used to target diverse media forms in a very specific way within the power dynamics of the industry. The fans' discourse suggests how they tried to use the internet to attract the attention of the press and co-opt them to force the network's hand to keep the program on the air. In addition, the executive producers posted two messages to the official ABC O&A site, as the series came to a close in the spring of 2002. The two posts recognized the role that the activists had in their efforts with the program and more broadly with the network and industry holistically. In April 2002, the producers posted this message:
To our viewersWe need once more to thank the participants on this website, and indeed all the viewers of our show, for their remarkable efforts to save Once And Again. We can assure you that your voices were heard, and did have an effect-we know because we saw the rueful expressions on the faces of the executives at ABC. We want everyone to know what a wonderful experience it has been, these last three years, to see the daily responses to our show. Everyone involved-crew, cast, writers, producers-has been moved and energized by this feedback. It has been partly because of this response that the mood on the show has been particularly joyous in the last two months, in spite of the imminence of cancellation. We hope that our goodbye episode in a couple of weeks will serve at least partially as a thank-you for all your support.-Marshall Herskovitz and Edward Zwick In the following month the executive producers posted the following:
Ed and I want to thank all the fans of Once And Again for their extraordinary efforts to save the show. From the e-mails to the letters to the newspaper ads to the billboard in Los Angeles, the outpouring of energy on behalf of "O&A" has been nothing short of astonishing, and everyone involved in the show has been moved beyond words. Please know that every legitimate avenue for keeping the show alive-including moving it to another network-has been explored and found unworkable. As much as we all loved the show, it is time to accept that it is really over, and move on to other, hopefully equally Menon / Computer-Mediated Communication 365 rewarding, projects. And if any of our future productions attracts even a fraction of the acceptance that "O&A" has found, we will truly consider ourselves lucky.-Marshall
Despite the rhetoric and discourse on the message boards, which was recognized by the show's producers, the textual evidence suggests that the activism on behalf of O&A only had a muted effect on the ABC's decision on cancellation. The activists' efforts were ultimately unsuccessful, and their ability to use the internet as a tool of empowerment reflected more how the fans and organizers of the campaign perceived how their messages should be received by ABC and the industry rather than the tangible effects of their advocacy.
Discussion
The previous analysis serves as an apt springboard for a discussion of the effectiveness of activism by the fans and community members on the O&A boards. Specifically, this raises the issue of whether online advocacy, relative to offline-directed media campaigns, presents value for fans seeking agency on behalf of their favorite television programs. Alternatively, it offers speculation into whether the internet inherently weakens or devalues the fans' agenda at the reception end, from the perspective of the broadcast networks. Since the internet is a relatively new medium whose efficacy for activism is untested compared with offline advocacy, there may be a disconnect between how the internet campaign on behalf of O&A was perceived and socially constructed (transmitted) among its fans and how it was received by the industry establishment. Nevertheless, the postings are a vital expression of the O&A fans' and activists' expression of community, and the discourse conveyed in the postings can tell us a great deal about how mediated communities are socially constructed.
Consequently, there may be a difference between internet advocacy and traditional mobilization in terms of designing and voicing rhetoric in fan campaigns. It may be argued that non-internet-driven fan campaigns are more easily quantified by the networks in terms of assessing fan support by counting letters and phone calls, while it is more difficult for networks to evaluate the reach of fan campaigns that primarily involve discourse on web sites, which require more of a qualitative metric to measure the breadth of their support accurately.
Earlier in this article I have discussed at some length how the fans on the O&A boards organized and paid for advertisements in trade papers and billboards and used online petitions as a tactic to convince ABC to keep O&A on the air. This suggests that on the transmission end of designing the initiative to save the program, the fans felt that by coordinating on the boards to raise funds and by sending e-mail to the network en masse, they had the potential to exert influence on the network's decision to keep the show on the air. While the posts on the boards suggested that the fans realized that it would be difficult to take on a powerful multinational media company such as Disney's ABC, they were hopeful that using the internet, as a campaign tool to save the show, would somehow make a difference that could not be accomplished without the internet. This suggests an element of technological determinism in their discourse. However, the evidence from the posts on the boards, on the reception end of the campaign, suggests that the actual impact of the fans' initiatives on the industry and ABC, in particular, were muted and even negligible from the fans' perspective. For example, in Marshall Herskovitz and Edward Zwick's post, to the O&A boards on the ABC site, which was referenced earlier, the executive producers note, "We can assure you that your voices were heard, and did have an effect-we know because we saw the rueful expressions on the faces of the executives at ABC." However, in the same post, the executive producers acknowledge that their pleasure at seeing those expressions was shaped by the full awareness of the "imminence of cancellation." This suggests that the only power that the activism the O&A online-themed boards had was to make the network executives at ABC a little uncomfortable or rueful. This is a relatively minor and merely perceptual effect that does not seem to embody the sense of activism and urgency that the fans had intended on behalf of O&A. Despite the rhetoric of the discourse in the fans' posts, there does not seem to be incontrovertible evidence that the activism among the community members had any substantive impact in the network's decision on cancellation.
Conclusion
There has been some research (Brower 1992; Gitlin 1985; Sabal 1992 ) that demonstrates how profoundly fans identify with their favorite shows to mount efforts to "save their shows" from cancellation. However, these studies are few and far between and for the most part do not address how the internet is devised as a tool on behalf of campaigns to keep television programs on the air. The literature suggests that while some fan groups have been able to mount large letter-writing campaigns such as those on behalf of Star Trek, they have not been successful in the long run and merely postponed the inevitability of cancellation. Alternatively, studies (Bird 1999) have documented how campaigns have been structured for shows such as Dr. Quinn, Medicine Woman with relatively large fan bases, but with demographics undesirable to advertisers, and allowed them to continue with new episodes. This study is designed to fill in some of these lacunas in the existing research.
There are at least two areas of further study that would add value to this line of intellectual inquiry. The first involves an interesting phenomenon that I found in researching the O&A board community. This was that the board members were able to forge both off line and online relationships with insiders both at the network and the production company who were sympathetic to the activists' interests. These contacts can be essential in rectifying some of the lack of transparency in the way that information on cancellation is communicated to audiences and fan communities. For example, insiders can provide a singularly valuable source for letting activists know precisely how to sequence their efforts to have the maximum effect by methods such as posting messages on the network's online bulletin boards.
The anonymity that the boards provide, in terms of identifying posters by screen names and not "real" identities, is crucial since few insiders with high-profile roles that have power in the decision making on O&A's fate within ABC would want it be made public that they were siding with the activists on behalf of a show such as this that is not necessarily profitable. The value of insiders posting news on the boards would allow the fans and activists to organize their efforts to maximize resources before the television network decision is made. This would avoid wasting time and effort by waiting and then investing the bulk of the campaign after the decision is made and all the show's creative talent has given up on the show's prospects of remaining on the air and has committed to other opportunities.
The following post reflects how the community members rather desperately drew on, and needed, further timely information from insiders:
Here's the latest: I have heard that the news is worse than we thought. It is beyond CRITICAL!! I think we missed the boat and know too little too late. It is FATAL!! The negotiations are over. There will only be 19 episodes this season. Period. A contact of mine at the network said that . . . "the rest is in the hands of the [ABC] Executives." The only (and highly unlikely) chance for a 4th season is if the show substantially picks up ratings. If not, it is OVER. FOR-EVER! One insider said that if the show breaks into the top 20, it will be renewed, but most of us here know that "O&A" won't ever place in the top 20. And I think ABC knows this too. So what are ABC's realistic expectations for "O&A"? How committed are they to saving it? Even if they promote it to death, are there even enough people watching ABC to begin with that will see the promos? I doubt it. Certainly not 20 million people!! And we can't sit back and wait to find out! It will be too late by then. So it is up to US!! The second area of study that would be fruitful for future study involves the issue of the valuation and/or devaluation of internet advocacy on the reception end. The lack of power among the online campaign activists and fans suggests that the mobilization using the internet may represent an overblown effect. In fact, it may be argued that the fans were so dependent on the internet that the seeming overreliance on the boards may have actually detracted from their opportunities for efficacy. This raises the issue of whether it was easier for executives at ABC to ignore or dismiss the fan movement on the internet as a fringe group that does not reflect mass audience viewing behavior and patterns, does not garner widespread advertiser support, and is not profitable enough to keep in production in the long run. Therefore, the legitimacy and power of these online efforts may have been devalued, in comparison to noninternet tactics such as snail mail and phone calls. More rigorous study comparing online and offline campaigns in a variety of fields would be necessary to explore this valuation issue in sufficient detail.
Notes
1. At the outset of my treatment of the concept of community, it is important to point out that the relevant scholarship (Bird 1999 (Bird , 2003 tends to draw distinctions between different variations of virtual communities such as e-mail discussion lists, message bulletin boards, and chat rooms, in terms of the implications of their distinct properties for forging community bonds. While I do acknowledge differences in these forums, to simplify and approach this area of inquiry in a coherent and focused manner, I treat the various virtual community venues generically and collectively as potential loci for communal social interaction.
2. As Neitz (1990, 106) has pointed out, "The fact that individuals carry with them the ideas and values of a social movement, sometimes even when they are not active in an organization, has implications for cultural transformation at both the public and private level." Moreover, "A social movement occurs when people are conscious that a movement is occurring. . . . That awareness of change is itself a second step in the production of change" (Gusfield 1981, 326) . This suggests that overlooking the communication value of lurking can underestimate the power of culture constituted through communication (Carey 1989) in the posts.
3. Consequently, from a methodological standpoint, it would be ideal to quantify the frequency with which the lurkers log onto the program's message boards and a log of the information that they were scouring the boards for. However, the technology to keep such close track of lurkers was not available; therefore, the methods here will mainly reflect the dynamics of those members who posted on the boards.
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